Project Assignment 7: Prototype Version 3  
CS 5317 Human-Computer Interaction  
David Novick  

**Due:** 1:30 p.m., November 23, 2009  

**Introduction**  

In this assignment, the project will move to the iPhone SDK platform.  

**Do:**  

1. Develop a redesign of the interface that responds to the results of the two usability tests.  
2. Using the iPhone SDK interface tool, create version 3 of your prototype, based on your revised design. (Keep the copy of version 2!).  
3. Make version 3 available from your group’s Web page.  
4. Create a link from your group’s Web page to your project report.  
5. Be prepared to demo version in class on November 23, 2010.  

**Turn in a report containing the following sections:**  

1. A presentation of how version 3 differs from version 2, with discussion of how the revisions address problems identified in the two usability tests.  
2. A discussion of how your development experience using the iPhone interface toolkit differed from your experience using PowerPoint.  
3. A statement signed by all members of the group that all members of the group contributed their fair share of the effort on the assignment.